In the present paper we shall give a general solution of the equations of (V), and shall determine T in terms of two parameters in S = ®[g] satisfying some conditions of an arithmetic type. We shall also provide a special set of values of all of the parameters of our construction, and shall so provide a proof of the existence of cyclic Jordan division algebras with attached Cayley algebra K a division algebra.
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A. A. ALBERT element k of ξ> exists such that %[k] is a cyclic cubic field. Indeed the field $ of our construction is then isomorphic to the field $ [k] . It is not known whether such an element k always exists, but we shall be able to construct ξ> even when a cyclic g [fc] may not exist. Indeed, let k be any element of ξ> not in g> % [k] be noncyclic, and S be a scalar extension of % isomorphic to % [k] . Then there is a quadratic extension field g [ω] of g, such that 3JΪ = S x g[ω] = $(ω) is a splitting field of the cubic minimum function of k over g. Then SOI is a normal field of degree six over g, and the automorphism group of 2Ji over % is generated by automorphisms S and J such that S* -J 2 -I, and e/S = SV. The field $ is the fixed field of 9JΪ under J, and ω can be selected so that ωJ--ω, ω 2 is in g. The field %[ω] is the fixed field of 2JΪ under S, and S generates the automorphism group of the cyclic field 9JΪ of degree three over % [co] .
The ingredients of our cyclic construction may then be taken as a portion of the ingredients of a construction of what may now be called bicyclic Jordan division algebras. We shall also call 3JΪ a bicyclic field.
We replace $ by the field 2Jί as the center of (£, and T will induce S in 2Jϊ. Then we will have the following additional properties:
( VI ) There is a nonsingular linear transformation P over g of (£ which induces J in the center SDΪ of (£, and commutes with the conjugate operation of (£. Then g = gP, and so %[g\ is a quadratic algebra over g (
VII) Tfcβ property g[(xy)P] -[g(yP)](xP) holds for every x and y o/S.
(VIII) The transformations P and T are related by TP = PT~\ and P 2 -I is the identity transformation. We shall give a complete determination of P. Indeed our determination of T depends on a normalization of a basis of S. As usual (£ has a basis of elements generated by basal elements u, v, w where g [u] -g[#] = @, u 2 -p Φ 0 in %, ^ is selected so that uv + vu = 0 and v 2 = 9 ^ 0 in 3Ji, w is selected so that ww + ww = vw + ttw = 0 and w 2 = ψ Φ 0 in 5Dΐ (where 2JΪ = ® in the cyclic case). In the normalization it is shown that v can be selected so that vT = av + w for α in 9Jl[^] = 8* (where 8* becomes 8 = ® [u] in the cyclic case). Since P 2 = I we show that i; can actually be selected so that vP = v. With this choice the equations determining T also determine P completely and no new parameters are introduced. With this determination of T and P our results provide a construction* of all exceptional Jordan 3 Our construction certainly does provide a form for all exceptional Jordan division algebras and so provides a means of studying the properties of such algebras. It does not settle the question as to whether there are any bicyclic algebras which are not also cyclic, nor does it give a general solution of the arithmetic restrictions on the defining parameters. The latter problem is not really an algebraic problem and can hardly be expected to be solved without exact specification of the field 3\ division algebras.
2. The algebra ξ) and a subalgebra (£• A cyclic exceptional Jordan algebra ξ> can be described in terms of the ingredients given in (I)-(V). Let ξ range over all elements of the cyclic field $, and x range over all elements of the Cayley algebra (£. Then φ consists of all three-rowed square matrices so that £ is a commutative associative algebra of dimension six over §. When © is a field so is 8, and 2 is a cyclic field over (S with a generating automorphism T induced by gT -g, ξT -ξS for every element of the cyclic cubic field & over g The set 33, of all matrices A(ξ, η) with ξ in $ and η in S, is a subalgebra of ξ>. It is a special Jordan algebra of dimension 3 + 6 = 9 over g. Let
where θ is any element generating & = %(θ) over g. We first derive the following result.
THEOREM 1. The subalgebra of ξ> generated by D and E is S3. The cyclic associative algebra 33* = (8, S, g' 1 ) over ©, has center ®, and 33* has an involution J such that J fixes every element of & and gj -g 9 Then 33* is the associative envelope of 33, and 33 is isomorphic to the set of all elements A -AJ of 33*.
For the mapping ξ -> A(ξ, 0) is an isomorphism of 5£ onto the set o of all matrices A(ξ, 0). Then $£ 0 is a cyclic field of degree three over g isomorphic to $£, and it has a generating isomorphism S o over g defined by [A(ξ, 0) 
/ 0
It is easily verified that / is an involution of SSf and we note that
It is also easy to verify that (8 is the center of the algebra 53]". Note that, when © is a field 33* is contral simple over ©. However, in the #-split case, where (S is not a field, 33? is a direct sum of two cyclic central simple algebras over %.
The It is well known 4 that the enveloping associative algebra 33* of a Jordan algebra 33 of dimension 9 over a field % is either (33*) (+) , where 33* is an associative division algebra, or is the set of J-symmetric elements of an associative division algebra 33* of degree three over a quadratic field @. Here J is an involution over % of ^* which does not leave the center © of 33* elementwise fixed. When ξ> is a Jordan division algebra so is 33 and, when @ is a field, the envelope 33* is known to be a division algebra. However, when @ is not a field, the algebra 33 has a representation by the set of all matrices for matrices A in an associative division algebra S) with an involution J moving some element of its quadratic center over g.
We know that if 33* = (8, S, g~λ) is a division algebra so is its 3* Some properties of (L The structure theory for Cay ley algebras (£ implies that, if 8 -&[u] is a quadratic subalgebra over 8 of (£ generated by an element u such that u 2 = p Φ 0 in 8, then the space 3 = ®tt> of all elements z of (£ such that zu + uz = 0, contains elements t; and w such that (14) (cc + i/wXa?! + y x w) = xx τ + ^^a/r + (y x χ + ^Jw , for all x, x l9 y, y 1 in O. We shall use this relation frequently in our computations. We are assuming that For it suffices to show that if z Φ 0 is in 3 then z is not in Q m or in 3oi where we are assuming that e x and e 0 are not in ©. By symmetry it suffices to show that no element z 10 of Q 10 is in 3 Let is in (£ and in 3oi and so must be in 3 Hence x 10 x 01 = σe λ must be in & and in 2 Ω and so must be in S. It follows that σe 1 -σe 0 is in S The discussion up to this point is that of Section 13 of the reference in 2. and so σe 1 + σe 0 -σ is in £ and must be in B, e λ is in £ contrary to our hypothesis that £ is a field and e λ is a singular idempotent of 2 Ω . This completes our proof. 4* A normalized basis of (£• Let x -x 10 + sc 01 , where x 01 = 0 T 2 ) and # 10 is any nonzero element of 3 10 . Then we have
Also α Γ = y 10 + y Q1 and (#T) 2 = σS. But
We have thus proved the existence of an element z in 3Ω such that
for a z in 8 β and ^z in 3<2 with the property that zw z + w z z = 0, and <w\ -ψ z Φ 0. When Ω = g we actually have α 2 = 0 and take v = z, w -vT -w z , and have wT = ^ω + z 01 = x lo τ/ lo
We now turn to the case where @ is a field. We are assuming that φ is a division algebra, and that © = %[g] is a quadratic field. Let q u , g m be a basis of 3 over $, so that m = 18. The general element of Q is z = ^A + + )? m g m for independent indeterminates ^ over ffl (and hence over Sl Ω ). Then vT -av + w (a in 8; 9?, f in fi) .
We state this result as follows:
LEMMA 2. // properties (/)-(F) Λoίd ίΛβ Cayley algebra (£ is generated by nonsingular square roots u f v, w such that (25) holds and the product formula (14) is valid for every x 9 x l9 y, y x of £) -This normalization will permit us to determine the transformation T.
5* A determination of Γ Φ We are assuming that xT -xT for every x of K, and that 6 [(xy)T]g = (a?Γ)[(2/Γ)^] for every x and y of E This latter relation is equivalent to [(yx)T]g = (^Γ)[(^Γ)^] and thus our pair of relations is equivalent to the pair
Since βf is nonsingular, and gT -g it follows that, if d is any element
/or βverj/ a; w K α^d d in S. Thus we may write the second relation of (26) as (28) g
[(xy)T] = [g(xy)]T = [(gx)T](yT) , and also as (29) l(xy)T]g = (xT)[(yT)g] = (xT)[(yg)T] = [(xy)g]T.
Our algebra £ is a Cayley algebra over the cubic extension field $ of g, and O = 8 + $>v is a quaternion subalgebra of (£ over $. The set 3 of all elements z in (£ such that zw + ^2; = 0 is the space (30) 3 = Si; + 2w + S(vw) = ^8 + ^8 + (vw)2 = © w of dimension 6 over B. Then our multiplication table (14) implies that
for every element h in S. We now have the following trivial result.
LEMMA 3. Let T be defined so that aT = aS for every a of ί£, uT = u, xT is in Q for every x of 3-Then xT = xT for every x of £.
This result is an immediate consequence of the fact that xx, xT --xT -xT for every x in Q.
We have already assumed that (25) 
Conversely, let T be defined by uT -u, aT -aS for every a of $, (25), (33), (34) and by
so that xT -xT for every x of (£. Then the multiplicative relation (28) holds in (£.
For proof we compute [g(vT) ](wT) = (βrα' y + gr^)[6?; + cw + (cϊ^)w] by the use of (14) to obtain
If (26) holds we have [g(vT)](wT) = g[(vw)T] f
and so the right member of (37) must be an element of 3 Thus abφ + cf -0 = cψ + abφ and our formula in (35) for c has been verified. Equation (37) 
We now observe that the square of any element of Q is computed by the use of the formula
This completes our proof of (35). We also compute ac -b -
, and we use (35) to obtain (40) 6 -ac = This yields the formula
If (26) holds we have g[(vw)T] = [g(vT)](wT)
, and we use (41) to obtain (34). Conversely, let T be defined as in the statement of our theorem.
Then (41) holds and (34) implies that g[(vw)T] = [g(vT)](wT).
We compute (wT)(vT) and see that the relation
is a consequence of the properties we have assumed. It follows immediately that every element of (£ is uniquely expressible in the form 
We have shown that (xT) 2 = x 2 T for every x in $• It should be clear that the linearity of the second relation in (26) in x and y implies that, to prove (26), we need only derive it for basal elements of (L Let xy + yx = 0 for elements x and ί/ of 3 so that
Thus it suffices to prove (26) for x and y elements selected as a distinct pair of the elements v, w and vw. We have already derived this result for x -v and y = w.
The relation g[v(vw)]T -[g(vT)](vw)T follows since g[v(vw)]T = g(φw)T = (gφS)wT while [g(vT)][(vw)T] = [ff T) = gφS(wT)
as desired. The remaining verifications are of a similar nature and will not be given here. Let us note that we have really shown that the definition of vT, and of vT 2 via the definition of wT, have determined T uniquely. Thus we really only need to find the effect of the fact that xT z = g~xgx to complete our conditions on the defining parameters a, b, d. We shall see here that the property vT 3 = g~xvg will imply that xT B -g~λxg for every x of S. 6* The property xT 3 -g~xxg. We have already seen that
Equate coefficients of v, w and vw respectively to obtain the conditions 
We have proved the important property that (51) s Equation (51) is an invariance property imposing a condition on d. We shall now show that (50) determines b in terms of a and <p. In fact
and we obviously have
We form But the norm form of the cyclic algebra ® = (S, Γ, t) over © is the function
Hence (56) as desired. We have proved the following result.
THEOREM 6. Let the conditions of Theorem 5 hold, and let bgg^φS^φ^aT 2 -a(aT), dψφ -(dψφ)T -s for an element s in% such that ss is the norm A(x) in the cyclic algebra (S, T, gg~τ) with x = -ψ -[(φa)T 2 ]y -[φ(aT)]y\ Then Property V holds in (£.
7* The norm condition* Let us begin with some properties of associative division algebras. Let ® be an associative division algebra whose center is a quadratic field %[g] = &. We form a quadratic extension Γ -S[^*], where g* -λ + Vp , εo that the mapping a-»α* of @ onto Γ determined by ^ -> g* is an isomorphism leaving g elementwise fixed. We then take the direct product Sxf which is an algebra over Γ. The algebra ® Γ = © x Γ is the direct sum © Γ = β x Γ φ β 0 Γ, where the mapping x -* xe λ is an isomorphism over % of ® onto Sβ x , and e x and e 0 are orthogonal idempotents such that e λ -\-e 0 -1 is the unity element of ® and of ©. If Λ-is any element of © its image he x is in βi© Γ = e x Γ. The algebra ® has a norm form J(cc) on ® to (S, and ®! has a corresponding norm form Δ{xe^ on ®e x to ©e^ and indeed
A(xe^) -Δ(x)e λ . Then h in © is the norm h -z/(ίc) of an element x of ®, if and only if he λ -Δ{xe^).
We now consider our exceptional Jordan division algebra φ with attached Cayley algebra (£ containing the subfield © = %[g\. We form φ x -Γ, and have split © and (£. We have already selected a basis of (£ with v, vΓ, 'yT 2 , w, %(vΓ), u(i;T 2 ) a basis of 3 over ί£. Since e 0 = βΊ and e^ = e^ = 0 we see that
#A = (^[e^ac -b)v-w] + (e 1 v)[(e o adφ)w] -(e^)[ --e x s -σe λ ,
where σ is the parameter of (16). It is known 7 that § is a division algebra if and only if © x = (8, T,g*g~1)e 1 is a division algebra, and σ Φ A(x^ for any x ± in 3) 1# Also φ is a division algebra if and only if § Γ is a division algebra. Hence we may state the condition that ξ> be a division algebra in all cases as follows.
THEOREM 7. Lei the conditions of Theorems 5 and 6 6e satisfied, so that the exceptional Jordan algebra is defined over % as the set of matrices in (1) where © = (8, Γ, gg^1) is a cyclic associative algebra, and ® is either a division algebra or a direct sum of two division algebras. Then ξ> is a division algebra if and only if s -dφψ is not the norm of any element of S).
We shall pass on now to a construction of a class of noncyclic exceptional Jordan division algebras. 8* Bicyclic algebras* Let ξ> be an exceptional Jordan division algebra over its center g, and k be an element of £> not in g. The Jordan subalgebra of ξ> generated by k is a field Sΐ 0 = $ [k] . We have already considered the case where ί£ 0 is cyclic over %. Assume then that $ is not a cyclic field. Then there is a normal splitting field 9Ji = %[θ, ω] of degree six over g of $. The automorphism group of SDΐ over % is isomorphic to the symmetric group on three letters, and is generated by two automorphisms S and J, where S 3 = J 2 = I and JS = S 2 J. The fixed field of 30Ϊ under S is a quadratic field Ω -%[o)\, where
The fixed field of 2Ji under J is a cubic field ί£ = %[θ], and ί£ isomorpic over g to $o under the mapping induced by k->θ. Then 2JΪ -ί?[6*] is cyclic over Ω, and its galois group over Ω is generated by the automorphism S. We now form the algebra φ fl and consider it as an algebra over Ω. It is cyclically generated and all of our properties of such algebras hold. It has an automorphism J induced by the automorphism J of Ω 9 and See Theorem 9 of 2.
J is defined so that it leaves φ elementwise fixed. Then ξ>^ = ξ> x 50Ϊ is reduced, and ξ>^ has automorphisms S and J such that ξ> is the set of all elements of ξ)^ fixe by S and J.
The algebra ξ> has three pairwise orthogonal idempotents e u e 2 , e S9 such that (63) eβ -e 2 , e 2 S = e 3 , e 3 S = e x , e x J = e λ , e 2 J = e 3 , e z J -e 2 .
Then (64) k = â nd its easy to verify that the element k of ξ> has the required property that k = kS = kJ.
It is known 8 that ξ> 0 is a division algebra if and only if φ is a division algebra. We recall that & Ω is the algebra of all matrices A -A{ξ, x) of (1) In view of (65) formula (69) (65), (72), and the fact that P 2 = /. By (71) we see that (72) is equivalent to (TPU^T = U~Ψ = VTP, P = UVTP. This is automatically satisfied since TUV-UVT = I.
LEMMA 4. The relations XijJS -x^ S 2 hold if and only if W' = TPU.

We next use the multiplicative formulas
We have already used the fact that Apply J to the first relation of (73) Apply J to the second relation of (73) We substitute x = y = e in (76), (77) and (78) from (76), (82) 
yJ(xP) = y(δf)(xW) , (yJ)(yP) =
from (77), and
The first relation of (81) is then equivalent to
But the second relation of (83) is equivalent to yW = f(yP). Hence we have
Multiply the first relation of (82) by / to obtain (jS 1 )('yδ)-1 f(xP) = ff(xW), a relation satisfied by (86). The second relation of (82) is equivalent to jFiyW^1) = yS 2 (yP) = Ίδf(yW), and so all of our relations are satisfied if (84), (85), and (86) all hold.
By (78) we have (xW-^yP) = [δf(xP)](yP) = δf(yx)P. Replace x by y and y by % to obtain
We also know that
by (79), and (85) yields (89) δ-*e = f(fP) .
Multiply by /to obtain /= δfffP,fP
1 /?, and gP = (7 J)" 1 / = (TS 2 )" 1 /. We have derived our second ίnvariance property, that is, the relation (90) gP=g.
Hence g is fixed by both P and T.
Relation (76) is equivalent to δf(xy)P = δ[f(xP)](yP) a relation which is clearly a form of (87). Relation (77) is equivalent to jJ(
This is equivalent to (yS
This result will follow when we derive the .following result.
LEMMA 5. The relation f[(fy)x] -(yf)(fx) holds in S for every x and y of (£.
For the relation is trivially satisfied if x,f and y are in an associative subalgebra of (£. Since it is linear in x and y it will clearly hold if it holds for xn + ux -yu + uy = xy + yx -0. Thus it suffices to verify the relation for y -av, x = bw, where a and 6 are in 2JΪ[</]. But then (14) implies that
f[f(avbw)] = and l(av)f][fφw)] = [(af)v][(fb)w] -[(fb)(af)-v]w = (fbaf)(vw)
and we have proved the relation.
We have now shown that the relations imposed by the conditions (63) on the idempotents of SQ^, and the fact that φ is the set of all elements of ξ>^ fixed by S and J, will imply that there exists a linear transformation P on (£ over g inducing J in 3JI and such that
for every a? of (£. We also have shown that
for every x and 7/ of (£. By (85) we have yW = f(yP), and by (71) and (65) we have yW = yTPU = f(yTPT). But then TPT = P, that is,
for every x of (£. We have also seen that φ consists of all matrices by (67) and (68) and we use (73) to obtain (97) yTP = ΊixTUW-^ixW) = yT by (94), and our proof of closure is complete. Since (£ has dimension 8 over SUi, and thus has dimension 48 over %, the dimension of the subspace fixed by P is 24. Ήefice the space of all elements x of (£ such that xΎ -xTP is 24 and this confirms the fact that ξ> has dimension 27. We state our result as follows. We seek to determine P so that (91), (92), (93) all hold. Let us first derive a certain normalized basis of (£. We have already seen that P induces J in 2JΪ, and so leaves B elementwise fixed, and also leaves u fixed. Also 2JΪ = $[ω], where of = ζ in %\ and ωJ = -ω. Thus the effect of P on 8* = Wl [u\ -$t[u, ω] is completely known. But every element x of (£ tt has the form x = x 1 + x 2 ω, where 2^ = a? + α P and 2x. 2 = (x -xP)ω~x -(x -xP)ζ~1ω, and we see that x x = x λ P and x 2 -xJP.
It follows immediately that (£ M has a basis of elements u lf
, u 6 over 2Ji where u t = ^P for i = 1, •••, 6. We also saw in (24) that the general element x = ξ x u λ + + ξ Q u 6 of K u has the property that
Here the ξ { are independent indeterminates over 2JΪ, α,. is in S*^, , ξ Q ) and for φ(a?) and α/r(ίc) in ( SJl(ξ l9 , | 6 ). There is thus a polynomial
, £ β ) which is the product of the numerator and denominator polynomials of φ{x) and ψ(x) and which is not identically zero by the argument used to derive (25). But if we select values <2 { in g of the ξ i such that iz{a λ , , a Q ) Φ 0 as we can always do we obtain an element
where a is in 3Dΐ [w] , <^> and ^ are nonzero elements of SOΪ. Then the multiplicative formula of (14) holds for products in our Cayley algebra (£ over 9Ji where, as before, the quaternion algebra © = 9Ji + -ϋiu + Relation (92) implies that
for every x of (£ and, in particular, for all elements of (£ w where in fact x 2 is in the center 3JΪ of (£. Hence our normalization implies that
, that is,
Let us now utilize the relations derived in our determination of the transformation T. We can use (32) and (33) Let us now derive a consequence of (112). We first see that We also use (109) to see that
(^AJ)P = t^ , ^P = fifJ)-^ .
We now apply P to (111) and use P 2 = I to see that
Since s = and <p = <pP we have shown that (120) (g*s)P = tfs
We also see that (wP)P = w implies that (114) and (113). Since x is in K w if and only if α 0 = 0 it follows from (123) that & U P = K tt .
Since (92) is linear in x and y, it will hold if and only if it holds for x = qx 0 , y -ry 0 , where q and r are in £*, and x 0 and τ/ 0 are any of the elements l,v,w, or vw. v, w, or vtϋ, and so (92) holds for x 0 = y 0 . It also holds for x Q = 1 or y 0 = 1 since it then becomes (98), which is a consequence of (123).
Let us then turn to the cases where x 0 Φ y Q and x 0 and y 0 are selected to be v, w or vw. We shall let q and r be in S* in all cases, and begin by computing g [(qv) 
(rw)]P = g[(rqv)w]P = g[rq(vw)]P -[(grq)P](vw)P.
We also compute 1 SO that qP = q ± Pg, and rP = (^P)^" 1 , while
The case χ o = vw,y 0 = v is taken care of similarly. Probably the simplest procedure for the case x 0 = vw 9 y 0 -w is the type of compuation used in the case x Q -w,y Q~ vw. We now turn to the property xTP = xPT~\ We first turn to a rather immediate consequence of the basic property g(xy)T = g(xT)(yT). 
gg[(vw)TP] = g[g(vw)TP] =.g-[g(vw)T]P = g[(gv)T(wT)]P = [g(wT)TP][(gv)TP] = [(gw)TP][(qv)TP]
- (vw) , and our proof is complete. We have proved the following fundamental result.
THEOREM 9. Let a basis of (£ be selected so that vP -v. Then P is completely determined by the relation vT = av + w as in (111), (114), (112), (123), where (112), (113) and (120) hold. Conversely, if we define P by vP = v, (111), (114), (122), (123) where (112), (113) and (120) hold then P satisfies Properties VI, VII and VIII. This completes our determination of P. We close our discussion with the proof of the existence theorem referred to in our Introduction. 10 • Construction of a special class of algebras* We shall now construct a class of cyclic exceptional Jordan division algebras in which K is a division algebra. We shall assume that vT = w, that is, a = b = c = 0 and so We need to satisfy the condition that s is not a norm in the cyclic algebra (£ = (S, T, g^" 1 ), where g is in % [u] , u 2 = ,o in g, g|V| is a field, ® is a division algebra, and K is a division algebra.
Assume first that g 0 is a real algebraic number field, and that $E 0 is a cyclic cubic extension of g 0 such that there is a prime ideal π of 5ΐ 0 for which ί£ 0 x % oπ is unramified over the π-adic extension g 07Γ of go-We select a negative element ,0 of go such that π = π 1 π 1 for conjugate prime ideals of % 0 (u) with u 2 -p. There is an element h which is in the Ideal π x and is in neither π\ nor 7f 1# Take ^ = h^i)" 1 and see that the cyclic algebra (8 0 , S, g) is a division algebra. So is (S o , S, flfg'" 1 ) since gg~τ = g\ Observe that gg -1 is the norm of 7" 1 if 7 is any element of norm 1 in ί£ 0 . Hence Property IV holds.
Every cyclic cubic extension of a real field is totally real. Let β be a totally positive element of $ΐ 0 so that β, βS and βS 2 are all positive, and define We shall now select s. We assume that rj is an indeterminate over fto [%] , and take g = g o fy), « = β o ty), S = ffi(%), £ = K o x g, ® -® 0 x g. Then ® is an associative division algebra, and K is a Cayley division algebra. Write 
